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ABSTRACT
By telling the story of an agricultural university in Peru, this article
shows how a specific professional formation forges a strong link-
age between engineering and masculine identities in water man-
agement. Although these identities come to be seen as self-evident
or even natural, they are the outcome of diverse, repeated, and
ritualized performances as part of the everyday life of the univer-
sity. Through collectively enacting and experiencing such cultural
performances, engineering students are trained to do science and
technology in specific ways, ways that embody particularly mas-
culine symbolic repertoires. On becoming part of a professional
society, through rites of passage such as hazing and field work, stu-
dents simultaneously learn to behave as engineers and become ‘real’
men. Buildingonand sometimes actively re-workingexisting societal
markers of hierarchy and difference, male engineers in this process
distinguish themselves fromnon-engineers,womenand ‘other’men.
With careful interviewing and observation of agricultural engineers,
the article suggests an interpretive framework to analyse the mul-
tiple cultural and performative repertoires that ‘engineer’ specific
masculinities.
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Para ser un buen criollo de rompe y raja, To be a good and brave criollo (creole),
cuatro cosas se requieren y estos cuatro son: Four things are required and those four things are:
Que sea de la Molina, guapo y enrazado, That he be of La Molina, a handsome man of race,
con su botella de pisco y su buena chola al lado. with his bottle of Pisco and his good chola

(mestiza/indigenous woman) at his side.Yo no soy de aquí, soy de LaMolina.
Si quiere que pique el guiso, cholita, échale ají (2x) I am not from here; I am from La Molina.

If you want a hot stew, cholita, toss in some chili.

Spoken words: ¿Cuchillo porque te doblas, siendo
tú de tan buen acero? Así se doblan las mujeres,
cuando ven a unmolinero.

Knife, why do you bend, when you are made of
such fine metal? That’s how the women bend,
when they see amolinero.

See www.youtube.com/watch?v= sl4dMj1TB8Q&feature= related.

Introduction

The above song is the unofficial anthem of a renowned agricultural and engineering uni-
versity in Lima, Peru: La Universidad Agraria de la Molina (UNALM). In the accompanying
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2 E. RAP ANDM. T. ORE

video, shot during an interuniversity competition of tunas (traditional music groups for
male students), the LaMolina tuna starts by unfolding a banner with the university’s coat of
arms. Unveiling this totem and collective symbol in public provokes an emotional response
among the audience.1 In particular, we hear the high-pitched voices of female students in
the audience. The speaker introduces themarineramolinera as the song that ‘we sing in all
the places where we meet molineros like ourselves. We do it with much affection. It makes
us remember all the life experiences of the university.’ When the tuna starts playing the
marinera, a highly stylized form of Peruvian song and dance, the video shows a tuna dancer
graciously waving the university flag over the stage. At a predetermined moment, when
the deep male voices are singing of the handsomemolinero and his courtship, the dancer
picks up a rose and smells it for an extended moment. Then he gathers speed for an art-
ful turn in which he sends the flower flying towards his female spectators in the audience.
The tuna repeats the anthem’s performance with its memorable lyrics. This cultural perfor-
mance shows both the pride and emotion of belonging to a professional guild, but also
how the education powerfully gendered and sustained an ideal of masculinity.

The enactment of this song illustrates how a particular engineering culture comes about
as the result of the repeated performance of particular stylized behaviours. These cultural
performances simultaneously work to instate, re-affirm, and keep in place socio-cultural
identities, professional relations, and hierarchies. Starting from the lyrics of this cherished
song, the article proceeds to identify and discuss a number of related cultural perfor-
mances, focusing in particular on how they work to establish engineering professionalism
as something masculine. The anthem further suggests that these professional masculini-
ties intersect with the wider ethnicity, race, class, and gender relations that mark Peruvian
conquest and (post-) colonial history.

This work is an unintended outcome of a series of exploratory interviews with former
senior officials from public water institutions in Peru and earlier in Mexico. Earlier publi-
cations already report the background information for this article.2 Constructing the life
histories of these agricultural engineers allowed us to explore their academic education,
professional life, and the culture they came to share in spite of varied social backgrounds.
Striking in their accounts were the ‘masculine’ jokes, nicknames, and loyalties3 that they
maintained throughout their professional lives and the stories from their university days
that they so joyfully recounted, motivating us to further explore how these are interre-
lated.We complemented around40 semi-structured interviews in theperiodbetween2008
and 2015 with a literature study, testimonies, and observations in the university as well
as YouTube videos. Interviews with different generations of female students, who have
increased in numbers, showed that the university is a rapidly changing place, but also that
the history and tradition that we describe here continues to bear effect.4 We do not exam-
ine this particular case with the intention of creating a negative or stagnant picture of what

1 Durkheim, “The Elementary Forms of Religious Life,” 1912.
2 Oré and Rap, “Políticas Neoliberales,” 2009; Rap and Wester, “The Practices,” 2013.
3 ‘Masculine’ is between quotationmarks to remind the reader that this is a label applied by the researchers. This is to leave
open the question: ‘On what basis do the researchers name or label something as masculine?’ To assign meaning like this
is a human and contentious process, shaped by specific cultural and political discursive repertoires, hencewe do not claim
to arrive at universal ideas of man- and womanhood. This effort is part of an ongoing academic debate on gender.

4 In this article, we give little attention to the early entrance of women students to the university, their increasing numbers
and participation over time, and howwomen of different generations and backgrounds have dealt with the masculinities
described here. Becausewe carried out a series of interviewswith thesewomen engineers, wewill write a successive paper
on this particular topic.
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we know as a rigorous scientific education or engineering masculinities in general. Mas-
culinity can be associated with many positive values.5 It is, however, undeniable that some
aspects of hegemonic masculine engineering identities are associated with authoritarian
andpatriarchal power and supportedby technocratic expertise,which canhaveprofoundly
degrading, discriminatory, and disempowering effects. Over time, the broader relevance of
our findings gradually became clear, as we discovered themany parallels with engineering
schools in other parts of Latin America and the world.

In the next theoretical section, we discuss a perspective to explore how cultural and
performative repertoires, including rites of passage, gender the engineering profession.
We then trace the formation of the agricultural school used here as a case study and its
evolution into a prestigious institution for higher agricultural education. Subsequently, we
recount how young (male) agricultural engineers are socialized into the engineering soci-
ety of this national school. The penultimate section more specifically focuses on the early
professional life of irrigation engineers from this school in public water management insti-
tutions and the ways in which this interlinks professionalism and masculinities. The last
section presents the main conclusions.

Professional masculinities in engineering culture

Masculinities are those practices and ways of being that serve to validate the masculine
subject’s sense of manliness.6 To know how agricultural engineering is made a mascu-
line profession,7 we trace the acts through which engineering masculinities are culturally
performed and become institutionalized in the everyday life of a university.

The lens of cultural performance offers an interesting insight into how professions are
gendered. Erving Goffman describes performance as ‘[W]hen an individual appears before
others, he knowingly and unwittingly projects a definition of the situation . . . ,’8 immedi-
ately indicating the gendered nature of performance. Munro further shows howmanagers
construct their cultural performances to make themselves visible, both as members of a
group and as individual managers who are identifiably in control. They try to make them-
selves visible to colleagues, seniors, or clients in different ways.9 In this article, the concept
of cultural performance helps to explore how engineers enact engineering masculinities,
thereby forging a linkage between engineering and masculine identities. With the rep-
etition of such practices, cultural performance comes to constitute a ritual. Early in the
twentieth century, Durkheim already demonstrated that rituals are as key to science as to
religion. ‘Human energies are harnessed to group ends through revolutionary excitements,
and shaped through ritual and the collective representations that rituals produce. A cul-
ture (an enduring way of thinking, a solidarity) results.’10 Building on this understanding,
we define engineering culture in the broadest way possible as shared webs of meaning
and enduring patterns of thinking, feeling, and behaving,11 starting from (higher) educa-
tion and passed on between groups and generations of engineers. Engineering cultures

5 Liebrand, “Masculinities among Irrigation Engineers,” 2014.
6 Whitehead,Men andMasculinities, 2002.
7 Faulkner, “Doing Gender in Engineering Workplace Cultures I,” 2009.
8 Goffman, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life, 1959, p. 15.
9 Munro, “The Cultural Performance of Control,” 1999; Rap, “Performing Accountability,” 2017.
10 Durkheim, “The Elementary Forms of Religious Life,” 1912; Richards, “Private Versus Public?” 2004, p. 261.
11 Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures, 1973; Kennedy, “ViewingWildlife Managers as a Unique Professional Culture,” 1985.
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may encapsulate different masculine and professional identities and sub-cultures, some of
which become hegemonic masculinities, associated with (state) power, patriarchy and the
control of dominant men.12

From the perspective of queer theory, Judith Butler shows with her work how gender is
produced performatively.13 Through performativity – the exercise of performatives – cate-
gories suchasmale and female come intobeing. Performatives are speechacts thatperform
actions and produce a series of effects that call objects, identities, or situations into being.14

Gender is thus not a stable identity but is ‘tenuously constituted in time’ through a ‘stylized
repetition of acts’.15 Butler dismisses the existence of a performer, a core gendered self or
subject as illusory effects, with which she disregards the ethnomethodological insight that
gendered selves are produced by ‘doing gender’ through actions in and interactions with a
social, material, and institutional context.16 Althoughwe build on the insights of performa-
tivity theory, we depart with Butler when she separates performativity from the gendered
performance and lived experience of social actors.17

The engineering profession is gendered in multiple ways, which need to be performed,
embodied, materialized, reiterated, in order to ‘stick’ and ‘travel’.18 This gendering is inter-
related with the aspects of structure, practice, and display, which reinforce and legitimate
professional power, expertise, authority, as well as social differences, inequalities, and
gendered hierarchies that fit into a larger patriarchal system.

Building on the literature and this case study research, the article suggests an interpre-
tative framework to explore the gendered nature of professions and the cultural infrastruc-
ture19 and performative repertoires that make the engineering profession masculine. The
framework consists of 10 interrelated components (see Figure 1):

(1) Rites of passage (e.g. hazing, fieldwork), initiation rituals, classroom interactions, sport-
ing and drinking events, and public ceremonies that reinforce professional bonding,
strengthen masculine identities, and mark the gendered boundaries with ‘others’.20

(2) Songs, stories, anecdotes, nicknames, humour, and metaphors that belong to the oral
history and convey professional and masculine meanings and belonging.

(3) Heroes, champions, legends, myths, andmodels of ‘great men’. These exemplary mas-
culinities ‘express widespread ideals, fantasies and desires’21 and offer a professional
glue22 that is integral to hegemonic masculinity.23

(4) A professional mystique and its symbols, associated with a national mythology, a
revered institutional tradition,24 belief in modernization, and a mission to exploit
natural resources.

12 Connell and Connell,Masculinities, 2005.
13 Butler, Gender Trouble, 1999.
14 Austin, How to Do Things withWords, 1962.
15 Butler, Gender Trouble, 1999, p. 179.
16 West and Zimmerman, “Doing Gender,” 1987; Brickell, “Performativity or Performance?” 2003.
17 Green, “Queer Theory and Sociology,” 2007.
18 Faulkner, “The Power and the Pleasure?” 2000; Zwarteveen, “Men, Masculinities, and Water Powers in Irrigation,” 2008.
19 Oldenziel,Making TechnologyMasculine, 1999.
20 Turner, The Ritual Process, 1969.
21 Connell and Messerschmidt, “Hegemonic Masculinity,” 2005, p. 838.
22 Rap, “The Success,” 2006.
23 Connell,Masculinities, 1995.
24 Piña Osorio, La Interpretación, 1998.
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Figure 1. Interpretative framework for engineering masculinities.

(5) Technology, infrastructure, machinery, and tools thatmaster nature and provide pride,
power, and pleasure in engineering.25

(6) Western natural, mathematical, and applied sciences26 and the use of technical termi-
nology and expert languages.

(7) Collective symbols, totems, and visual displays such as a coat of arms, flags, commem-
orative items, pictures, diplomas; professional prizes, rings, busts; and other cultural
materials that visualize the link between engineering and masculinity.

(8) The campus as a separated and inhabited space with a layout of historical remnants,
faculty buildings, dorms, classrooms, laboratories, experimental fields, sports grounds,
and so forth.

(9) Disciplinary and normative pressures to establish and conform to heterosexual identi-
ties and gendered hierarchies, for instance, through dress and group behaviour.

(10) Titles, rules, and structures for indicatingposition, privilege, pride, andupwardmobility
in a gendered professional hierarchy.

The case study in this article will contain many examples of these 10 points and we will
indicate their respective numbers in the text, e.g. [1] refers to the first element.

Higher education plays a major role in producing the strong linkage between engineer-
ing andmasculine identities. On entering this university, young engineers become subject
to a hazing and other rites of passage that socialize them into a particular professional
society, culture, and hierarchy historically dominated by men. Van Gennep commented

25 Faulkner, “The Power,” 2000; Oldenziel,Making Technology, 1999.
26 Kennedy, “Viewing Wildlife Managers as a Unique Professional Culture,” 1985.
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on these rites of passage: ‘The life of an individual in any society is a series of passages
from one age to another and from one occupation to another.’27 He pointed to the impor-
tance of tools and symbols in these rites, serving as markers to distinguish occupational
classes and professional groups. Examples that will return in this article are the profes-
sional coat of arms, Latin motto and tools, which date back to the medieval knight’s rite
of passage: the vigil of arms [7]. Van Gennep’s analysis suggests that these ritualized cul-
tural performances through which apprentices learn to become a professional are deeply
gendered.

Almeida and Queda critically complement these insights by showing that the rite of
passage of student hazing involves psychological and physical violence (bullying) and
creates a power relation between students, staff, and the university that permeates all
aspects of academic life. In their view, hazing is an institutional practice that cultivates
a culture of self-reverence for the institution, in which young students learn to accept
authoritarianism, hierarchical thinking, and social and gender inequities. In this micro-
cosm, gender and class prejudices, and racial stereotyping produce social differences and
exclusion.28

The introductory song subliminally communicates the historical intersection of profes-
sional masculinity with race, ethnicity, class, and gender, which is rooted in the colonial
and post-colonial history of Latin America and Peru in particular [2]. The lyrics attest to
the criollo, masculine, and heteronormative environment of the university. What criollo
means has changed over time and differs per place. Originally, it referred to ‘white’ Span-
ish descendants born in Peru, with high status and control over land in colonial society.
After independence, the term gradually came to refer to the mestizos of mixed blood as
the national norm [9]. Today, criollo refers to amultiplicity of sometimes-ambivalentmean-
ings ranging from a nineteenth-century nationalistic ideology of urban upper classes to a
contemporary coastal lower and middle-class culture.29 Some criollo attributes are: Span-
ish speaking, mestizo, coastal, urban, roguish, humorous, downplaying the indigenous,
and admiring Western science, technology, and culture [5/6]. As the song illustrates, these
meanings also pervade the professional ideal of masculinity: themolinero is not from here:
he is a ‘free man’ who decides himself where he goes and identifies with his university,
rather than his place of origin. The song further praises his brave, heroic, chivalrous, and
festive qualities [3]. At the typical jarana (party), he is enjoying pisco (Peruvian spirit), the
peppered criollo food, and seductive marinera dancing. He is a handsome lady’s man of
criollo origin, yet in the song, he courts a lower-class woman of mixed blood (cholita: both
an endearing and pejorative diminutive). As a Peruvian criollo, he is known for his ability
to conquer women’s hearts, alluding to the courtly lover, a medieval Spanish knight, as
demonstrated by the dancer in the opening scene. The phallic symbols of the knife and
the chilli pepper underscore specific masculine characteristics, sexual connotations, and
gendered contrasts according to dominant and submissive stereotypes. When the knife
becomes feminine, it bends towards themolinero. Throughout the article, the distinct het-
eronormative connotations are accompaniedby a rankingofmasculinities and femininities,

27 Van Gennep, The Rites of Passage, 1961, p. 242.
28 Almeida and Queda, Universidade Preconceitos & Trote, 2005.
29 Simmons, “The Criollo Outlook,” 1955; Mendez, “Incas Si, Indios No,” 1995; de la Cadena, “Are Mestizos Hybrids?” 2005.
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with some personality traits and behaviours being seen as more masculine than feminine
– the manlier the man, the better [9].

The history of agrarian education in Peru30

Engineering masculinities are a product of a larger history of conquest, state formation,
nation building, racial domination, and professional formation in Peru and beyond.31 In
Latin America, state formation created a dominant role for state institutions to employ
a privileged class of professional men, which shaped engineering masculinities.32 Profes-
sions historically depended on their capacity to carve out exclusive spheres of influence in
the state apparatus and establish their legitimate expertise for broader influence on pub-
lic policy. Cleaves defines a profession as ‘a privileged occupation with a mystique’ [4].33

He indicates that the success of a profession lies in its ability to merge this mystique with
the national mythology and its unifying symbols and derive status and privilege from that.
In Peru, state formation and nation building gave a special status to the higher agricul-
tural school that is our topic, to become the national centre for rural modernization. The
state especially targeted irrigation expansion as a key project of national development,
which created an emerging class of agricultural engineers with a professional mystique
and a history of ‘great men’ in water management [3]. This professional formation strongly
associated masculinity with irrigation technology [5].34

La Molina’s origins date back to the Escuela Nacional Agraria y Veterinaria (ENA(V)):
National Agrarian and Veterinary School), inaugurated in 1902. Peruvian president and civil
engineer, López de Romaña, promoted its establishment, after he became inspired at a visit
to Europe by how national agricultural colleges there fomented rural modernization [4].
At the government’s request, a team of Belgian professors from the prestigious Gembloux
agricultural college came on a mission to develop the curriculum and teach at the new
school. The foundationof theirworkwas laid in 1901whena series of field visitswereunder-
taken to diverse regions to report on the agricultural reality in Peru, with most detailed
attention on the potential for irrigated agriculture along the Northern Coast.35 The leader
of themission, founder and first director of the school, was the Belgian engineer Jorge Van-
derghem. A statue honours him in the rectorate and shows that he remains a professional
model for engineers from the school (see Figure 2). His exemplary commitment to themis-
sion did not allow him to return to his native country, and he kept on teaching until the day
he died of a heart attack in class among his students [3].36

The foundation of a national agricultural school marked the beginning of the scien-
tific training of agricultural engineers (ingenieros agrónomos), who were charged with the
mission to modernize Peru’s irrigated agriculture [4]. Professional formation in agricultural
engineering was thus intimately related to the state’s hydraulic mission to modernize,

30 This section is strongly based on: Oré and Rap, “Políticas Neoliberales,” 2009.
31 Cleaves, Professions and the State, 1987.
32 Cleaves, Professions and the State, 1987.
33 Cleaves, Professions and the State, 1987, p. 9.
34 Brandth and Haugen, “From Lumberjack to Business Manager,” 2000; Zwarteveen, “Making Water Engineering Mascu-

line,” 2017.
35 Vanderghem, La Escuela Nacional de Agricultura y Veterinaria, 1993.
36 Olcese Pachas, Enfrentando la Adversidad Camino a la Gloria, 2002.
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Figure 2. The bust of founder Engineer Georges Vanderghem in the rectorate with on thewalls plaques
of generations and their anniversaries.

expand, and centralize the control over irrigated agriculture and stimulate national devel-
opment. This hydraulic mission provided a professional mystique that was merged with
the national mythology in which large irrigation projects counted as unifying symbols
of progress [4]. These efforts were largely targeted towards the then dominant form of
large-scale hacienda agriculture.

LaMolina’s coat of arms, which constitutes a collective representation of its professional
society [7], indicates the positivist spirit of contributing to the national advancement of
Peruvian agriculture (see Figure 3) [4]. The shield contains a llama and maize against a
green and red background, symbolizing Peruvian agriculture, and a sun, as the masculine
Inca god, against a blue sky and above flowing water that provide the elements required
for flourishing agriculture. The Latin motto surrounding these symbols with a Latin motto
(Colere cupio hominem et agrum) that signifies: I want to cultivate man and field. This motto
epitomizes the mission of the university and the professional mystique of the agricultural
engineer: to help modernize Peru as a nation and its farming ‘men’ through agricultural
development [4].

The state’s hydraulic mission contributed to the rise of another foreign ‘father’ of engi-
neering. The government of president and engineer Leguía (1919–1930) invited an Ameri-
can engineer, Charles Sutton, to develop a diagnostic of each coastal valley to reviewwater
resources and irrigation potential. Sutton was then commissioned by the government to
execute large irrigation works on Peru’s Northern Coast. He trained a generation of new
engineers and technicians in water resources and proposed that the state should take
over water control as a way to modernize coastal agriculture [4]. Nowadays, agricultural
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Figure 3. The coat of arms of La Molina.

Figure 4. Photograph of Engineer Charles Sutton.

engineers honour Sutton as the father of irrigation in Peru. His influence remains relevant
as a professional ideal, masculine role model, and collective hero for agricultural engineers
[3].37 Pictures show engineer Sutton as a white gentleman, dressed in suit and tie, with a
hat on, while he is doing fieldwork (see Figures 4 and 5). His Peruvian assistants appear to
follow his instructions by carrying the tools and taking measurements [9].

37 Oré, Agua bien común y usos privados, 2005.
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Figure 5. Engineer Charles Sutton doing fieldwork.

The national agricultural school was originally associated with a political economy in
which the dominant patriarchal structure of landownership consisted of haciendas (large-
scale land properties owned by Spanish descendants or criollo elites) [10]. The campus was
meaningfully located at an old hacienda in the Santa Beatriz district of the capital, Lima
[8]. In 1933, it moved to the Hacienda LaMolina,38 on the outskirts of Lima, because its rural
facilities and lands allowed laboratory and field studies, and itwasmore favourably situated
vis-à-vis the encroaching urban Lima. The school continued to develop agricultural produc-
tion on the hacienda andwas partially self-financed in thismanner. The land, facilities, staff,
horses, and other animals were originally managed hacienda-style.

The hacienda setting added to the school’s privileged, masculine, and criollo ambiance
[8/10]. Originally, it was a school for the sons of large landowners, managers, and fore-
men of haciendas and therefore received financial support from the main haciendas in the
country. During the school’s first half century, strong competition existed over the limited
student vacancies, the admission examswere very demanding, and education was paid for
by the students’ families and therefore accessible to only a privileged elite [10]. Only the
best students from upper- andmiddle-class backgrounds could enter, thus contributing to
the pride of belonging to a special breed. The fact that they were mostly men was asso-
ciated with patriarchal landownership and inheritance patterns, a higher education that
was only accessible for elitemen, and professions and public jobs that were predominantly
masculine [10]. Consequently, agriculture and engineering were considered male careers.
ENA gradually became a public agricultural school that enjoyed national and international
fame and prestige because of its high scientific level.

During the first decades, the education nurtured the (masculine) pride of being an engi-
neer from an authoritative institution and the ambition to acquire professional privilege

38 Popularly known by the criolla song from the hacienda era: ‘A la Molina no voy más’, in which workers decide that they
will no longer return to La Molina, because of their maltreatment.
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and status.39 Professors were recognized inside and outside Peru, university services and
facilities were excellent, and professional status was high [8]. There was an enormous
respect for the technical expertise and masculine authority of professors, whom students
publicly invariably addressed by their title Engineer, Professor, or Doctor [6/10]. Lectur-
ers normally passed on their knowledge in a vertical way and expected strong discipline
and punctuality from their students [9]. Bothmale teachers and students were dressed for-
mally in class. Studying classroom and group pictures of that period shows that dressing
‘well’ signified dressing like a responsible and professionally capable man. A classroom
picture shows around 40 young men, of whom most are wearing jackets, shirts, and
ties. Seated together in an inclining row of benches, they emphasize the implicit mas-
culine norm [9]. Consequently, the only two female students stand out as different and
sit somewhat hunched together in the front row.40 Professors represented and conveyed
pride in the profession and in the discipline’s contribution to national development and
progress. In those years, being an engineer meant a high status for a man in Peruvian
society.

In 1960, the National School of Agriculture obtained university status and was renamed
National Agriculture University La Molina. The name La Molina (referring to a mill) symbol-
ized the historical connection to the hacienda. The curriculumwas designed to teachmod-
ern agriculture and irrigation technology for medium- and large-scale farms [5]. Haciendas
were also the model for education and were visited by professors and students as part
of fieldwork. The haciendas’ dominant influence and financial contributions reduced after
agrarian reformwas promulgated in 1969.41 Although large-scale farming remained attrac-
tive as a model for modern agriculture for university professors and students, Sutton had
also introduced the idea of an intermediate coastal (male) farmer, as the main beneficiary
of public irrigation development. Molinera agronomists also participated in the Agrarian
Reform by measuring and dividing the land for the benefit of smallholder peasants this
commitment with this group also remained alive in the university.

From the 1960s onwards, students from diverse regions of the country enrolled at La
Molina, including more low-income (male) students, leading to a popularization of what
once was a privileged education. After the agrarian reform, themilitary government estab-
lished free entrance intended for the children of peasants and community members.
Gradually, more urban and rural middle-class people and rural lower-class students with
indigenous roots began to attend, for whom an engineering degree from this university
contained a clear promise of social mobility. Initially, these were mostly male students.
For these students with mixed backgrounds, the criollo identity of the molinero remained
the dominant norm, which largely denied and excluded their indigenous origin [9]. Many
Andean students reproduced the admiration for modern Western science and technol-
ogy, and the disregard for peasant agriculture [5]. The university grew in student numbers,
teaching staff, and faculties, and it becamemore complex to continuemanaging in the old
style. Students from the Andean and Amazonian provinces of Peru were allowed to stay in

39 Oré and Rap, “Políticas Neoliberales,” 2009.
40 Olcese Pacheco, Enfrentando la Adversidad Camino a la Gloria, 2002, p. 2.
41 In 1969, themilitary government of general VelascoAlvaradopromulgated theAgrarian ReformLaw todistribute the land

of large haciendas among agrarian cooperatives and societies of social interest, as well as a newWater Law, according to
which the Peruvian State centralized and assumed control over water management in the country.
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student accommodations, which later became a nucleus for student and political organiza-
tion. Gradually, the number of female students increased, first from an urban and later from
a rural background, and the university slowly adapted.

Entering the university: learning how to become a professional man

On enrolment,most (male) studentswere subjected to hazing during the largest part of the
twentieth century and after that in an adjusted form [1]. This extracurricular event is known
as el bautizo molinero (baptism of the molinero freshman) and is understood here as a rite
of passage that genders the professional formation by linking professional and masculine
identities. The young student’s entry and acculturation into the engineering community
initiated a transition from adolescent freshman to a new life of professional adulthood.

The first week of the opening term at the University of La Molina, a group of senior stu-
dents caught the cachimbos (a derogatory term for freshmen) unawares in class. Chaining
hands, the veteran students surrounded the group of neophytes to prevent their escape
and emphasize the collectivity of their ordeal. The veteran students commanded and
brought the freshmen to a central place at the campus,while abusing themwith insults and
derogatory remarks, mixed with puns [8/2]. Senior students directed the collective prac-
tising and singing of songs, such as the marinera molinera. In the week that followed, the
freshmen experienced a series of humiliations, intimidations, and degrading punishments
but also engaged in physical exercises, music, and laughter. The stripping of clothes and
shaving of heads potentially symbolized the removal and death of the neophytes’ former
identity. Being showered indirt, dung, and (questionable) fluids that served as ‘ritual cleans-
ing agents’ further purified andwashed off their past identity.42 Painting cachimbos’ bodies
and the proud wearing of university or faculty t-shirts embodied new forms of identifica-
tion and distinction as engineers. The cachimbos were at some point chased through and
bathed in an oxidation pool at the university granja (farm). This act invoked a ‘baptism’, like
‘el bautizomolinero’ suggests, to symbolically mark the passage from adolescent to young
student. In different ways, the passing through tunnels while being defiled was repeated
andwe suggest it symbolized a rebirth.43 Having to compete aggressivelywith one another
on an obstacle course and doing push-ups in semi-nudity further marked the passage to a
new identity.44

Amolinera remembers the hazing experience in the early 1990s, when female students
were still excluded:

Ten minutes before the end of class, the classroom was surrounded with people who started
knocking on doors andwindows. A friendwas able to escape through awindow a fewminutes
before, because I think he knew what was coming. So an older student went through a list to
confirm that all were there. Then they ordered the boys into lines and theymade them remove
their clothes to remain in their underwear. Some came prepared in bathing trunks. Their hair
was cut and they had to remain in a squatting position. The cachimbos had the opportunity to
save themselves from the punishments if they acquired a padrino – a friend in higher classes
– and they had to give money to buy beers. I remember I saw them very scared . . . . Then (the
boys) were taken to the university farm, but the organizers told us (the girls) that if we stayed
they would paint us and threw some paint at us so we had to withdraw. It was not a space for

42 Douglas, Purity and Danger, 1966.
43 Turner, The Ritual Process, 1969.
44 Connell and Connell,Masculinities, 2005.
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women. All my friends passed through an oxidation pool with sewage water, but on top they
painted them and threw cow fodder at them. They were hardly recognizable. One group they
took to the abattoir and put them in the fridge, where they almost froze, because they forgot
to take them out. This was all directed by men . . .

She recalls the fear and fright on the faces of the boys during el bautizo; this indicated the
violence and power abuse that characterized these events. Senior students could establish
hierarchy; exert authority and patronage by distributing punishments and favours.

Originally, this initiation rite was probably also an initiation into a distinct form of man-
hood, separating the boys from their family (particularly women), but making them part of
a new family [1]. It fostered male sociality, bonding, and hierarchy, and marked the entry
of the young engineers into the cultural realm of La Molina. Becoming an engineer was in
part learning how to become a man among other professional men with power inequali-
ties. The roughness and dirtiness of it were considered inappropriate for girls, so for a long
time they did not participate or were protected against excesses and excluded from the
brotherly solidarity produced. However, with the entrance of more women into the univer-
sity and attempts to reform or even prohibit the event, its character gradually attenuated,
and female students currently participate and are given a similar treatment, although exer-
cised by women and partly separate from the boys. An internet video shows how a senior
female student aggressively instructs a group of girls on a bus how to sing the anthem. The
faces of the girls who undergo this treatment show a mixture of fear and desire to belong.

The hazing experience offered numerous occasions for students to perform competing
masculinities. The novices were taken out and incited in a group to display their drinking
capacity, usually a largely male competition. Such competitive occasions were opportuni-
ties for students to prove and feel their membership of the group, more enjoyed by some
than others. A student learned the importance of group solidarity by collectively putting
up, and helping one another to cope, with verbal and physical challenges, humiliation, and
ridicule by senior students. In this respect, the hazing experience bears similarities with the
initiation of military recruits. The students survive the hazing as ‘they are all in it together’
and initiate a shared social life in which drinking prowess and sports play a major role.45 In
spite of the sometimes grim and violent nature of these events, they are interspersed with
laughter, jokes, and levity. The hazing event and the associated cultural performances rein-
forced a life of masculine solidarity, humour, stories, and sexual pranks to be shared over
time [2].

Associated with hazing, early on in university life young students had to pay their dues
(pagar derecho de piso), which was also a way in which they learned how to perform in a
gendered hierarchy [1]. Paying dues happened when professors or seniors send junior stu-
dents for messages or doing basic and unpleasant tasks. Such forced acts made the social
hierarchy clear and the fact that a freshman started from ‘the bottomof a professional peck-
ing order’.46 One was made to understand that tolerating such maltreatment can be part
of advancing in a career. The principle also manifested itself when a student aspired to
become a member of the university’s tuna. Before one could enter this all-male collective,
the tradition had some requirements: one had to pay one’s dues by carrying instruments or

45 Faulkner, “The Power and the Pleasure?” 2000, p. 107.
46 Kennedy, “Viewing Wildlife Managers as a Unique Professional Culture,” 1985, p. 573.
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cleaning the locale and showing that one is gallant and knows how to court women. Learn-
ing how to climb the professional ladder was thus also a test of masculinity. The university
provided such life lessons.

Later in the academic calendar, the so-called corzomolinero offered performative oppor-
tunities to reinforce the professional cohesion in a gendered manner. This annual event
constituted almost a week of festivities, game playing, and sporting events organized in
celebration of the school’s anniversary around a carnival-like parade of floats traversing the
campus and the Molina neighbourhood [8]. The students spent several days and nights
together preparing and decorating a float with allegorical representations of their faculty
that symbolized and celebrated their future discipline. The entire procession started with
the banner of the university’s coat of arms and the year of its anniversary [7]. A faculty ban-
ner preceded individual floats and accompanied student groups ofmusicians, dancers, and
followers, who recite songs or chants that kept the atmosphere going and demonstrated
human joy in belonging. Thematic costumes, flags, and clothing details identified the stu-
dents with their faculty: Forestry, Fisheries, Agronomy, or Agricultural Engineering. During
the gymkhana, amajor sports event, faculty students competed in different sports and con-
tests. Nowadays, these are less dominantly masculine and more mixed events, in which
boys (sports,makingmusic) andgirls (dancing, cheerleading,Miss Elections) candistinguish
themselves in particular gendered ways. Because the public dancing contests are mixed,
these embodied performances provide opportunities to express provocative heterosexual
meanings andasymmetric gender roles. The events strongly identify the studentswith their
generation, faculty, and university, as well as with their gender and sexuality.

During sporting events, molineros learned to compete and produce gendered hierar-
chies within the framework of their professional cohesion [1]. There were the soccer cham-
pionships, internal to the university, but also the annual interuniversity championships.
A dream for agricultural engineers was to beat an eternal rival, the civil engineers of the
Universidad Nacional de Ingeniería (National University of Engineering), where ENA had its
origin. Olchese Pachas47 showed two interesting pictures from such a championship in
1949, where a group of (male)molineroswere dressed as cheerleaders, complete with hair-
dos, tops, and miniskirts. In the next picture, they were bending forward with their rears
exposed towards the audience, together spelling out the letters of their collective rival:
Ingeniería. This joke ridiculed and feminized their opponents and demarcated their differ-
ences as engineers and as males. Designating ‘the other’ helps to define ‘us’ and frames
gendered professional hierarchies. A related joke stated that there are three types of girls:
1. very pretty ones, 2. those more or less, 3. las Molineras (girls from La Molina). This oth-
ering of females contributed to an environment in which belonging is associated with
masculinity [2].

Sportswereoften combinedwith another favouritepastime forwhichmolineros, as good
criollos, have a reputation in the urban landscape of Lima: ‘Molineros drink, it’s part of the
tradition, I don’t know if it is tradition, but a molinero that doesn’t drink is, perhaps, not a
molinero’ [1]. Football and drinking followed each other in a chain of physical competition,
bodily confrontation, joking relaxation, and alcoholic brotherhood.

I believe that almost all the prizes in the Molina, where there are football championships, for
example, the prizes are not books, they are beers. We played football bloodily, hard, you were

47 Olchese Pachas, Enfrentando, 2002.
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struggling in the field, first for honour, for pride, and then for the beer, because the first prize
was two cases of beers.

That this bond of embodied brotherhood through sports and alcohol does not stop after
leaving the university is demonstrated by the young professionals who still regularly return
to the university grounds to play a game with their old classmates. Afterwards, they
exchange jokes, beers, rumours, anecdotes, job opportunities, and professional experi-
ences. Their female colleague students are also invited, yet it is more difficult for them to
participate in the same intense and bodily manner. Not having participated in such male
bonding, female students are at a disadvantage in their professional life. Similar restrictive
popular games were cockfights, cards, and gambling.

The described festivities were interspersed with long periods of dedicated study and
classes according to the curricula. After several years, this educational and ritual cycle ended
with the graduation ceremony that also finalized the rite of passage to a professional life.
Every generation of students asked a padrino (godfather) to financially andmorally support
their graduation ceremony, often a favourite or influential professor or professional, who
could sometimes also help with job suggestions.

The above-described initiation rituals produced generations of very unitedmolineros. A
generation is the cohort that identifies itself by the year of joint graduation, e.g. ‘the gen-
eration of 61’, and the nicknames that its students had for one another (e.g. monkey, shark,
and so on) [2], which were derived from physical characteristics or anecdotes that occurred
during their early period as freshmen at the institution. An engineer of the 1961 generation
told us:

There was much comradeship and camaraderie. All of us studied nothing else than agronomy,
there were optional specialization courses, but everybody did the common courses . . . . But
comingback toUNALM,wewerealready270people,wewerevery close, very, veryunited, both
in the technical activities and in the cultural and festive ones, we alsoworked very seriously and
together we got drunk.

Therewere soccer championships . . . therewas theweek of agriculture, theweek of LaMolina.
We just celebrated fifty years, those of us still alive havemet again and again andwe have kept
in contact, we are planning a pachamanca (traditional Andean meat dish) in the lands of [a
fellow student], he became president of the Agrarian National Society at the time of Velasco.

An author wrote on the same matter:

The friendship of molineros is chimerical, magical, and memorable. I have perceived that var-
ious professional circles attribute to molineros the fact of finding and helping one another
sometimes with marked favouritism, to prefer one another arbitrarily, and to get together
every time they can regardless of generational differences or interfaculty distances, only united
through the umbilical cord of ‘Colere cupio hominem et agrum.’ This intimate relation that
exists between molineros, every molinero and his university is proverbial, singular, defining,
and our principal characteristic. It is the AlmaMater that we have in abundance and that many
universities do not know.48

These generational bonds continued to matter professionally, for example, in later pro-
fessional encounters, such as the celebration of the ‘bodas de plata y oro’ (literally: silver
and golden weddings), the anniversaries celebrated the corresponding number of years
after graduation. Several cultural materials help to sustain such professional loyalties over

48 Maruy Tashima, “De la Regla de Cálculo a la Era Digital,” 2010, p. 2.
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time and imagine the larger Molina community as a family [7]. On the walls of the contem-
porary rectorate, a large number of bronze plaques list the names of individual engineers
per year of graduation and recall themany anniversaries celebrated since ENA’s foundation
(see Figure 2) [8]. This setting demonstrates that men largely dominated the professional
tradition, illustrated by the long lists of names and the busts of admired male professors.
The bust of the founder Jorge Vanderghem shows a visionary engineer, whose groomed
beard, moustache and elegant suit with tie also convey masculinity (see Figure 2) [7].

Such cultural materials allow individual graduates to identify with their (male) pro-
fessional examples and imagine themselves as part of a larger scientific community. We
observed themeaningfulness of this for professional identities in the homes and studies of
several engineers that we visited. They proudly showed us the framed photographs of their
generation, commemorative tiles of anniversaries, and professional awards [7]. The original
graduation pictures of the earliermolinero generations are stylized portraits of an esprit de
corps, in which the group formation of youngmale professionals, their formal clothing (suit
and tie), solemn faces, and the carefully synchronized direction of folded legs visualize an
almost military-like authority and discipline (see Figure 6 and 7). The absence of women or
presence of a few emphasize the masculine norm [9].

In short, the university constitutes a cultural world that contributes to professional
bonds, masculine identities, and gendered hierarchies that matter in the professional life
of young engineers. The collective commitment to their Alma Mater links these engi-
neers together and revives through recurring cultural performances, for example, during
the generational and university anniversaries or professional encounters of the Guild of
Engineers.49 In some way, they become part of a large family. When two molineros meet
in whatever remote corner of the world, it is remarkable to see how quick they know each
other and ignite special warmth, by identifying themselves through their generation, fac-
ulty, their teachers, and the shared legends of the university. This bond among agricultural
engineers is connected with their professional mystique and the technical orientation of
the education, the topic of the next section. To summarize:

In La Molina not only did I acquire a profession and a title, but much more [10]: I acquired the
discipline for study andwork [9]; valued the sincere comradeship and the work in a committed
team, valued the importance of science and of technology for rural development . . . . I was
infected by themolineramystique.50 [5/6]

The next section examines how professional masculinities are also performed in class
and in early professional experiences through the special connection that agricultural
engineers make with irrigation technology and agricultural machinery (Figures 6 and 7).

Agricultural engineering: irrigation technology, machinery, and
masculinities

The Europeanmodel for agricultural education offered amulti-disciplinary curriculumwith
possibilities for specializations leading to a degree in agronomy, which all ENA students
followed. After its foundation, UNALM expanded the number of faculties, including, for
example, Forestry, Fisheries, Social Sciences, and Agricultural Engineering, where students

49 León, La Escuela Nacional de Agricultura en sus Bodas de Oro, 1994.
50 Bacigalupo Palomino, AlmaMater Molinera, 2003.
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Figure 6. A generation of graduated engineers in 1957.

Figure 7. The same generation of engineers at their ‘golden wedding’ in 2007.

followed a specialized curriculum. Although these faculties together shaped the institu-
tion, we focus on the latter faculty, because it became increasingly influential in water
management and traditionally lacked female graduates. In 1960, the university created the
first Faculty of Agricultural Engineering in Latin America, called Ingeniería Agrícola, under
supervision of the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). Being the first faculty was a
sign of international recognition and support. The first agricultural engineering students
were agronomists who followed the irrigation and drainage courses and ended up with a
specialization in agricultural engineering.
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From its formation, the faculty and its specialization came under growing American
influence. USAID supported the faculty and provided scholarships to students and profes-
sors to study at US universities – North Carolina, Utah, California, Colorado, Massachusetts,
Stanford, and so forth – to raise the scientific level of water management. The American
educational system and its disciplinary specialization increasingly became themodel for La
Molina. Other students went to engineering schools in Europe or Chapingo in Mexico. For
many students, these international experiences were their first contacts with international
bodies and inserted them into a transnational circle of travelling experts, consultants, and
engineers.51 When they returned as professors to LaMolina, they conveyed that experience
by training new student generations from the 1970s onwards.

As part of the FAO agreement, several European and American engineers arrived to sup-
port training in specialized areas. Maruy Tashima’s paper ‘From the Slide Rule to the Digital
Age’ is a charming recollection of this period for the celebration of 50 years of agricultural
engineering. This narrative history of ‘great men’ shows how (inter)national engineering
and masculine identities coalesce.52 The group of experts in the faculty was ‘captained’ by
a Dutch engineer, who was ‘legendary’ for his ‘notable knowledge of the secrets of agricul-
turalmachinery’. Therewas noprofessorwho knewmore aboutmachinery and ‘we took his
classes because it was a pleasure to hear him talk in English aboutmachinery’.53 This quote
echoes the existential pleasures of engineering, celebrating themasculine engineering pride
in the great achievements of machinery [5].54 Maruy Tashima acknowledges that, through
these stories of legends, agricultural engineers feel connected when they meet [2]. In his
perception, the legend of the faculty started developing with an architect, who was their
professor of mathematics, rural design, and later their dean, el Machazo (superman) as he
liked to be called, ‘el maestro, el padrino, el amigo de todos nosotros’ (master, godfather,
friend of us all).55 The professional authority of thesemasculine rolemodels resided in their
technical expertise and glorified nicknames [3].

Both abovementioned professors were professionals of ‘much temperament’, just as
the other department heads, whose leadership competed seriously. ‘These personalities
marked the roadmap of the faculty, each onewantedmore students, more specific weight,
more influence in the destiny of our profession. It was a sane competition but it marked
us . . . ’ As a result, the students felt a special loyalty towards the department and the spe-
cialization that they chose.56 In Maruy Tashima’s view, each department head thought he
managed a faculty. He acknowledges that they benefited hugely from this competition in
the faculty and university more generally. La Molina offered them an exceptional body of
professors to which he dedicates his tribute. Professor–student relations were unequivo-
cally hierarchical and prototypically ‘masculine’ (authority, competition, technological, and
mathematical competence), but often also warm and friendly.

Engineering masculinities also appear to evolve with the design tools that engineers
use. Maruy Tashima’s title features a slide rule and the digital age, showing that the chang-
ing design tools of an engineer are markers of professional developments [5]. The author

51 Laurie, “Developing Development Orthodoxy,” 2005.
52 Maruy Tashima, “De la Regla de Cálculo a la Era Digital,” 2010.
53 Maruy Tashima, “De la Regla de Cálculo a la Era Digital,” 2010, p. 2.
54 Florman, The Existential Pleasures of Engineering, 1976; Faulkner, “The Power and the Pleasure?” 2000.
55 Maruy Tashima, “De la Regla de Cálculo a la Era Digital,” 2010, p. 2.
56 Maruy Tashima, “De la Regla de Cálculo a la Era Digital,” 2010, p. 3.
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ridicules his pensioner computer clumsiness, stating that he was born under the influence
of the slide rule [10]. Professor el Machazo introduced them to the secrets of the slide rule
in designing rural structures. The author recounts a related story about another ‘grand
teacher’, the head of practice. One very hot afternoon during a practical exam, the head
approached him as the class delegate of the fourth-year class. As a senior student, he felt
quite sovereign, and he complained that it was impossible to work in this heat. The teacher
responded, ‘what an ass . . . ok, come back at night’. At 20.00, the teacher awaited them
with a cigarette, a coffee thermos, and the practical exams. The students had to resolve a
rectangular structure. With the slide rule, such operations took 8–10 hours. Consequently,
they did not finish before sunrise. From this experience, the students learned that they
could not play with this teacher, and they respected him for that. This classroom initiation
shows how a teacher performed an exemplary role by providing a life lesson and demon-
strating the discipline, dedication, technical skill, emotional investment, and respect versus
superiors that a young engineer needs to succeed in life and climb the professional ladder
[9]. When the author excuses himself for the lapses in his memory, on his ‘hard disk’, he
calls himself ‘a model that was reconfigured from a slide rule, a ruler, a drawing table’.57 As
an engineer, he closely identifies with the design tools of his profession. In his recollection,
the slide rule symbolizes the birth of a generation and epitomizes the masculine sense of
professional pride, pleasure, and belonging in engineering that they share [5].

The multi-disciplinary perspective of early generations of agronomy students who
enrolled at the Faculty of Agricultural Engineering narrowed when new students entered
directly through the faculty and further reduced after the military government intervened
in the university in 1972.58 The new faculty was less broad and holistic and differentiated
itself from the original Faculty of Agronomywith a new specialization thatwasmore techni-
cal andmono-disciplinary. The curriculumno longer includedmuchon social andeconomic
sciences, but focused on soil and water, irrigation and drainage channels, infrastructure,
rural construction, and mechanization. These topics attracted few female students [5].

The dominant orientation that professors transmitted to their students in agricultural
engineering was that ‘you have to be technical, you have to construct irrigation systems,
construct canals and for that you need to know mathematics, hydraulics, physics, and all
those things’ [5/6]. Students were prepared with professional values and created ‘a moral,
disciplined and technical attitude’ [9].59

From the 1960s onwards, different currents emerged within the faculty. Because of our
interest in water management, we focus on the influential current of engineers that fol-
lowed international careers in public irrigation and drainage projects. During the 1960s,
many of these started working in large irrigation projects on the Peruvian coast. These spe-
cial projects built a modern infrastructure that transferred water from the Andes to major
coastal irrigation districts, with international financial support and advice [5]. LaMolina pro-
fessors worked there part- or full-time. They brought or recommended students towork on
different stages of these projects during their internship or as postgraduate students, and
taught themhow to execute soil andwatermanagement studies and design and construct

57 Maruy Tashima, “De la Regla de Cálculo a la Era Digital,” 2010, p. 8.
58 Mid-1960s social conflicts in the country shook up the university. Students, workers and professors organized continuous

strikes until themilitary government intervened violently. The university dismissed several professors and students of the
left and closed the specialization of sociology.

59 Bacigalupo Palomino, AlmaMater Molinera, 2003.
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infrastructure. These students could then return to the university to train new generations.
In these projects, they learned internationally dominant ideas and techniques for efficient
water distribution, productive agriculture, and water user organization.60 The expression
‘molinero jala amolinero’ (molinero pulls molinero) describes how a professor pulls his best
students to the project or institution where he is working [10].

Fromworkingon irrigationprojects, engineering students learnedboth technical knowl-
edge andworking on a team of engineeringmen.61 Engineering teamsworked collectively
on projects and other technical activities, with a clear hierarchy and a strong professional
andmasculine solidarity. Such fieldwork experiences, especially those involving somephys-
ical hardship, muddy boots, and alcoholic diffusion, were also professional rites of passage,
building mutual respect and camaraderie. Male friendships and loyalties were born that
would extend over a lifetime. These collective experiences created an esprit de corps and a
sense of belonging to a ‘group of good technicians’ working on ‘star’ projects, reinforcing a
professional hierarchy and aprivileged institutional career,which characterizedhegemonic
masculinity:

Then I went to work during the last year in an internship in San Lorenzo irrigation project . . . It
was a star project at that time for theWorld Bank, they were in the stage of physical land devel-
opment, land preparation for agriculture, and there were many professionals who came from
La Molina . . . . That group was there. They were agronomists with a specialization in agricul-
tural engineering . . . And we are the first generation, generation 65 of agricultural engineers,
which began and finished within the Faculty of Agricultural Engineering.

In this era, an agricultural engineer’s professional ideal was to work for international
irrigation and drainage projects that constructed large infrastructure works, often on the
Peruvian Coast. Public infrastructural works such as dams and irrigation canals consti-
tuted symbols of national development and modernity in the professional mystique of
agricultural engineers [4/5]:

They live idealizing the coast to some extent . . . they’re very attached to the north. And in the
north, one of the sources of pride was the construction of canals and dams. So they had an
ideology that progress translated into works, that’s why they went to Agricultural Engineering,
since there you have machines, works of cement, canals, and dams; that is what progress is.

Many of the older generations of engineers share a profound sense of decline in profes-
sional prestige, authority, and culture. In their opinion, after the Golden Age of LaMolina in
the 1960s and 1970s, the social status of studying there declined, and other careers gained
more status and income. The following reflection suggests a perceived decline not only in
teaching and engineering, but also in emotional connection and ‘great men’ [3]:

Thirty years ago, the agrarian university was something different fromwhat it is today . . . [The
difference was]: The quality of the lecturers, the quality of teaching, leadership, the emotion
felt by people working there, that’s what’s been lost. It is true that in those times many men
appeared in La Molina with strong ideas. Much vision and discipline, good sense [9]. Why was
there a special environment? What was special about La Agraria? (in a thoughtful voice)

The decline in professional prestige increased the need to recall heroic examples of engi-
neeringmasculinity [3].62 We learn this when a respected engineer responds to the second

60 Rap, “Governing the Water User,” 2017.
61 Tonso, “Teams That Work,” 2006.
62 Faulkner, “Doing Gender in Engineering Workplace Cultures I,” 2009, Faulkner, “Doing Gender in Engineering Workplace

Cultures II,” 2009.
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Figure 8. A university canteen shows changes in the student population.

author’s question about a ministry’s organization chart by recalling an experience in his
early professional life:

Listen to what I am going to tell you. You are talking to a man of seventy with experience:
organization charts do not serve for anything. What is important is the man that you have in
every square, if that man does things well, the square works well, if that man is a leader and
ensures that everythingworks fine, the systemworks fine, but formanyorganization charts and
laws that you have, this does not work. When you go from Piura to San Lorenzo on a highway,
presently asphalted, this highwaywasmade by Engineer Abelardo Sanchez,63 whowas project
director, and he had a very interesting phrase, saying: ‘You knowwhy they say “la ley” (the law:
feminine)? Because if “ley” was masculine, they could not violate her and you have to violate
her’ . . . I was working levelling fields. My job was to receive the land from my group and give
them to the farmer, designed so that he produces and I had a pool of machines under me . . . ,
and he arrived one day and toldme : ‘Listen, tiger (anonymizedmolinero nickname), I want you
to sendme amotor grader to the highway of Sullana.’ I tell him: ‘DonAbelardo I cannot do that,
because I have to deliver a few little things.’ He tellsme: ‘You cannot do it?’, ‘No, I cannot.’ ‘Either
you sendme the grader or you are going to have very long holidays.’ The Piura–Tambogrande
highway does not exist in any budget of the republic and he did it. Now I ask you: In which
program and which square was that?

This statement reveals various overlapping rankings, hierarchies and levels of meaning,
regarding gender, age, profession, culture, and bureaucracy, that forge the link between
engineering andhegemonicmasculinity. First, thequote stems from the authoritative voice
of an experienced engineer responding to a younger female social scientist. Second, amale
engineer who is a project director and a leader makes the bureaucratic organization that
is conceived in masculine terms function well through top-down orders and hierarchical
relations. Third, the engineer works with male farmers and producers, implicitly exclud-
ing women. Fourth, the physical works he constructs and the machine pool he controls to
dominate nature for agricultural purposes visualize his engineering performance, power,
and potency. Fifth, a criollo and engineering savviness is needed to get things done around

63 All names are anonymized in this quote.
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here. Sixth, the statement strongly expresses an ambiguous attitude towards the law,which
symbolically invokes the masculine sexual violence rooted in colonial conquest.

The above reflection indicates a situation in the past. The present situation of the uni-
versity has substantially changed with the arrival of a new generation of students, which
are increasingly more balanced in gender terms (Figure 8). There is more consciousness
of the gendered nature of natural resources management, the important roles and rights
of women in agricultural water management. This is in part because of the work of fem-
inist and emancipation movements and individual women and men, who are changing
the everyday life of the university. However, at the same time, engineering masculinities
continue to have influence.

Conclusion

This article about gendering in engineering education argued that the formation of agricul-
tural engineers in Peruvian water management forged strong linkages between engineer-
ing andmasculine identities. We focused specifically on themultiple and recurring cultural
performances, which reiterate how a sense of belonging to the professional guild is power-
fully gendered and sustained by amasculine norm.64 These strong linkages in engineering
culture started with hazing as a rite of passage. However, they continued in many differ-
ent ways during class interactions, festive events, fieldwork, and permeated the academic
culture and professional lives of engineers.

Engineering and masculine identities repeatedly interlocked through the reiterative
performance of songs, drinks, dances, classroom interactions, stories, design instruments,
mathematics professors, which show the multiple elements that produce, sustain, but also
change engineering masculinities. It is striking that a metaphor of the patriarchal family
underlies how people express the intimate professional relations that they sustain over a
professional life [2]. Examples include: birth under influence of the sliding rule, the umbilical
cordwith the AlmaMater, baptismof freshmen, father figures, padrinos, ‘goldenweddings’,
all suggesting that from baptism to burial themolinero becomes part of a symbolic family.
The education actively produced this masculine sense of professional unity and esprit de
corps in which the institute itself, represented by its coat of arms, constituted themain uni-
fying symbol [7]. Moreover, the resulting professional networks, events, and associations
later played an important role in access to jobs and other professional opportunities.

Engineering became a distinct route to a particular form of masculinity that promises
social mobility, prestige, and privilege – in which manhood is associated with: heterosexu-
ality,mathematical precision, design instruments, technological competence, and practical
problem-solving. Consequently, the cultural performanceof engineeringmasculinities pro-
duced social, ethnic, and gender differences and professional hierarchies through: hazing,
tunas, criollo dancing, aggressive competition in football, drinking, and department rela-
tions, superiors discrediting their subordinate’s masculinity, and so forth. These gendered
rankings and hierarchies in professional performance interfere and resonate with wider
social and cultural hierarchies and gendered institutions in society.

The article has suggested an interpretative framework to explore the cultural and per-
formative repertoires that make the engineering profession ‘masculine’. Through different

64 Tonso, “On the Outskirts of Engineering,” 2007.
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examples (more than 75) we were able to identify 10 different layers of engineering mas-
culinities that together produce amasculine engineering culture and gendered hierarchies
in water management. We intend this interpretative framework to serve as a heuristic
device for the further study of engineering masculinities in other places and invite the
reader to consider its wider applicability and relevance. The 10 suggested layers are also
potential entrance points for recommending changes in engineering education.

Internationalization of the engineering education inspired the foundation of the agricul-
tural school and university and international organizations such as FAO, World Bank, and
USAID profoundly influenced the formation of engineering masculinities through finance
and expertise.65 Western knowledge, role models, and curricula often dominated, but the
relative weight shifted from Europe to the USA during the twentieth century, in line with
global developments and hegemonic models. At the same time, this Peruvian univer-
sity education, set at a campus on a former hacienda in Lima, also situated engineering
masculinities and made gender intersect with national and regional questions of race,
ethnicity, class, and a colonial and post-colonial history. Both universalizing and particu-
larizing tendencies thus produced a process of glocalization that influenced engineering
masculinities.

Nevertheless, engineering masculinities are not specific to La Molina and their mul-
tifaceted character bears significant similarities with other prestigious agricultural and
engineering schools around the continent. Take, for example, what Cleaves states on the
national agricultural university of Chapingo in Mexico, originally established in 1854 as
ENA(V) and later moved to an old hacienda: ‘alumni and professional gatherings served
the social purpose of re-encountering each other, reviving and solidifying the relation with
the school and knowing about opening job opportunities’ and invariably ‘culminate in the
enthusiastic singing of the school song’.66 The incorporation of students and professors
into the everyday life of the institution produced these professional relations. Through such
gatherings a chapinguero learns to venerate the institutional symbols and tradition of the
Alma Mater, its eminent teachers, the work mystique, and the sentiments of belonging to
theuniversity, one’s own identity versus that of ‘theother’, for example,womenor social sci-
entists.67 This Mexican engineering culture reverberates with the culture of self-reverence
described for the Brazilian College of Agriculture (of the University of São Paulo),68 also
established at an old hacienda, around the same time as La Molina. In all these three
national agricultural universities, hazing, and other initiation rituals lay at the roots of an
engineeringprofession that became influential in buildingnationalwater – andagricultural
knowledge infrastructures and modernizing state–society relations during the twentieth
century.
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